Magnetic excitations of the pinwheel valence bond solid state in the distorted kagome lattice antiferromagnet Rb2Cu3SnF12 were studied using high-resolution inelastic neutron scattering. A weakly dispersive mode around 5 meV and duplicate triplet excitations were observed. These modes cannot be reproduced by the dimer series expansion of six dimers, but are attributed to the folding of the two dimensional Brillouin zone caused by the structural transition. Polarization analysis of the excitations indicates that the transitions from the singlet state to the Stot,z = ±1 and Stot,z = 0 triplet states are predominantly in-plane and out-of-plane polarized, respectively. Furthermore, continuum scattering was observed above 8 meV. Interacting spins on the two-dimensional kagome lattice have fascinated physicists since Syozi first showed that Ising spins on this lattice, which he named after the woven pattern on a Japanese bamboo basket, do not order for T → 0 [1] . More recently, efforts have focused on determining the ground state of the quantum spin- 1 2 Heisenberg kagome lattice antiferromagnet, which is considered to be one of the most challenging problems in condensed matter physics. The complexity arises from the macroscopic degeneracy caused by the incompatibility between the global geometry of the corner-sharing triangular network and local, nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic interactions [2] . The classical Néel state is apparently replaced by a dynamic quantum state, the details of which remain to be established. Proposed states include a gapless U (1)-Dirac-spin-liquid state [3] [4] [5] , a gapped-spin-liquid [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and valence-bond-solid (VBS) states [11] [12] [13] [14] . These states are very close in energy so small perturbations and intrinsic limitations of numerical methods make it difficult to reach a firm conclusion. Most of the recent theoretical studies point to a quantum spin liquid [15] , although there is no consensus on the precise nature of this spin liquid.
Identifying an ideal kagome lattice model system has proven to be equally difficult. All realizations so far have been plagued by magnetic impurities, lattice distortion, and extra terms in the spin Hamiltonian including anisotropic and further-neighbor interactions [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Albeit minuscule in some cases, these effects may conceal the intrinsic nature of the kagome magnet. Still, much can be learned by studying materials with interacting spins on kagome like lattices. For the quantum spin-1 2 kagome lattice antiferromagnet ZnCu 3 (OH) 6 Cl 2 (herbertsmithite), a recent experiment by Han et al. indicates that fractionalized excitations, a key characteristic of spin liquids, are robust against a small excess of Cu 2+ in the interlayer sites and against anisotropic Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction [23] . The recent discovery of the pinwheel VBS state in the distorted kagome lattice antiferromagnet Rb 2 Cu 3 SnF 12 [24] offers a rare opportunity to study a cooperative singlet on an approximate kagome lattice. Besides being unique and interesting in its own right, the pinwheel VBS state may illustrate inter-site correlations and excitations in the ideal kagome lattice.
In our previous study [24] , we measured the excitations from the singlet ground state to excited states using inelastic neutron scattering on a triple-axis spectrometer to reveal the pinwheel motif of dimers, and determined the relevant spin Hamiltonian parameters using the dimer series expansion up to eighth order. However, the detailed structure of the excitations could not be resolved due to lack of resolution and counting statistics (see Fig. 2 in Ref. 24 ). Here we report high-resolution in- elastic neutron scattering measurements on single-crystal Rb 2 Cu 3 SnF 12 using the Cold Neutron Chopper Spectrometer at the Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge National Laboratory [25] . A time-resolved, highly pixelated detector system that covers large scattering angles enabled measurements over a much wider range of momentum concurrently and at higher resolution than previously. We discover an extra mode of excitations around 5 meV and diffuse scattering above 8 meV, both of which have not been identified before, and are able to determine the polarization of each triplet mode.
At room temperature, Rb 2 Cu 3 SnF 12 has the hexagonal R3 space group with lattice parameters a = 13.917(2)Å and c = 20.356(3)Å. At 215 K, it undergoes a first-order structural phase transition, doubling the in-plane lattice constant a. The resulting lattice distortion is small [24, 26] so to a first approximation we use the room temperature structure, where a twodimensional unit cell comprises 12 Cu 2+ spins ( Fig. 1(a) ). The spin-
2+ ions form a distorted kagome plane and are surrounded by a deformed octahedral environment of fluorine. The kagome planes are separated by nonmagnetic ions, yielding weak interlayer coupling. The distorted kagome lattice gives rise to four antiferromagnetic in-plane exchange interactions J 1 > J 2 > J 3 > J 4 ( Fig. 1(a) ). To lowest order spins interacting through J 1 form singlets which are linked through the weaker interactions. Powder neutron diffraction shows no magnetic order down to 1.3 K. The low-temperature magnetic susceptibility indicates a non-magnetic, spin singlet (S tot = 0) ground state and the mixing of the singlet and triplet (S tot = 1) excited states through the DM interaction [27] (S tot denotes the quantum number for the total spin of a single dimer). To a good approximation, the spin Hamiltonian is given by
where J ij > 0 are the nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic exchange interactions, and D ij are the corresponding DM vectors.
Inelastic neutron scattering measurements were performed on two co-aligned crystals with a total mass of 4 g and a mosaic of 1.5
• . The sample was mounted with (H, 0, L) horizontal to allow intensity integration of rod-like scattering along the L direction while taking advantage of the two dimensionality of the system. The incident energy E i was fixed at 12 meV for an energy resolution (full width at half maximum) of 0.56(3) meV at the elastic position. The sample was cooled to a base temperature of 2 K using a He-4 cryostat. Multiple datasets were acquired by rotating the sample about the vertical axis, which is parallel to [−1, 2, 0], in steps of 2
• covering 68
• of sample orientation. The background was measured at 70 K, where the excitations are very broad and weak [24] . These datasets were then combined to produce a background-subtracted, four-dimensional scattering-intensity function I(Q, ω), where Q is momentum transfer and ω is energy transfer. The data were sliced and cut along high symmetry directions using MSLICE [28] to produce contour maps, constant-Q, and constant-energy plots.
A contour map of I(Q, ω) integrated along the L direction (the L dependence of the scattering intensity will be later discussed), which is plotted as a function of energy and in-plane momentum along [H, 0] ( Fig.2(a) ), shows a distinct pattern of excitations around (−2, 0) and faint outlines of similar patterns displaced by ∆H = ±4. The latter are barely detectable around the equivalent Brillouin-zone centers, (−6, 0) and (2, 0). The measurements were set up so integration along L is optimal at (−2, 0). The overall profile of the excitations is consistent with our previous report [24] . The lower branch, which has a broader band-width, is a two-fold-degenerate excitation from the singlet to S tot,z = ±1 triplet states (S tot,z denotes the quantum number for the projection of the total spin along the quantization axis). Previous measurements show that the magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of this mode, forcing the S tot,z = +1 mode to lower energy and S tot,z = −1 to higher energy. The upper branch, which has a narrower band-width, corresponds to a non-degenerate excitation from the singlet to the S tot,z = 0 triplet state. We note that these states are not pure states of defined angular momentum due to the DM interaction. A constant-Q cut at (−2, 0) ( Fig. 2(d) ) shows clear resolution-limited peaks at ω = 2.4(3) meV and 6.9(3) meV, consistent with the previous data (where the uncertainty represents half the energy resolution). The contour maps around the zone center (−2, 0) ( Fig. 2(b), (c) ) reveal the more detailed structure of the triplet excitations that eluded our observation in the previous study. A weakly dispersive mode around 5 meV is visible along both [H, 0] and [−K, 2K] (Fig. 2(b), (c) ). At the zone center this mode peaks at 5.3(3) meV (Fig. 2(d) ). It grows slightly more intense away from the zone center, which contrasts the other two modes that become weaker. We also observe excitations centered around (−1.5, 0), which we have previously reported and attributed to the enlarged unit cell caused by the structural phase transition [24] . Our dimer series expansion shown by solid lines in Figs. 2(b) -(c) and the bond-operator mean-field theory [29] cannot account for all of this observed scattering intensity. Both calculations however do not take into account the enlarged unit cell.
To explain the 5-meV mode and the duplicate triplet excitations around (−1.5, 0), we consider the 2 × 2 enlarged magnetic unit cell consisting of 48 spins as shown in Fig. 1(a) , and write the spin Hamiltonian as H + H ′ , where H ′ represents a perturbation due to the enlarged magnetic unit cell. We then define a path, Γ → M → K → Γ, in the first Brillouin zone of the original model H as path 1 (see Fig. 1(b) ). The lowest energy excitations with S tot,z = ±1 and those with S tot,z = 0 along path 1 are shown in Fig. 2(b) , (c) as solid lines. We also define paths 2, 3, and 4, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , which differ by a reciprocal lattice vector of the 2 × 2 enlarged magnetic unit cell. Dispersion curves for paths 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Fig. 2(b) , (c) as dotted lines which are qualitatively in agreement with the data. If H ′ is non-zero but very small, then paths 2, 3, and 4 become equivalent to path 1, and we observe dispersion curves shown by dotted lines as duplicate triplet excitations together with the triplet excitations of the original Hamiltonian. It is interesting to note that the weakly dispersive mode in Fig. 2(b) is originally the triplet excitation on the path between two adjacent M points (paths 2 and 4 in Fig. 1(b) ). From the experiment, this mode is not symmetric around H = −1.75; its energy increases monotonically as H varies from −2 to −1.5. This suggests that we observe the S tot,z = ±1 triplet excitations around the zone center, H = −2.0, and the S tot,z = 0 triplet excitations away from there, which may be experimentally verified by measurements in a magnetic field. We note that the in-plane component of the DM vector d p is set to zero in our dimer series expansion. A recent 63,65 Cu nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study in high fields up to 30 T [30] shows that the mixing between the singlet and triplet states via the DM interaction gives rise to a large residual gap. The anti-crossing of the singlet and triplet modes prevents the closing of the gap at high magnetic fields. Our numerical calculations show that by incorporating d p , we can reproduce the field-dependence of the gap energy and the value of the minimum residual gap measured by both NMR and inelastic neutron scattering [31] . However, d p does not significantly affect the overall energy spectrum of the zero-field data, only some quantitative details [24] .
The scattering intensity displayed thus far was integrated along the L direction. However, the L dependence of the scattering intensity contains valuable information about the polarization of the excitations. Within the resolution of our measurements, the triplet excitations along L are non-dispersive (Fig. 3(a) ), attesting to the two-dimensional nature of the system. The broadening is a result of the integration along the in-plane momenta. Contour maps of the scattering intensity integrated over the energy ranges ω = [2.0, 3.0] meV (Fig. 3(b) ) and ω = [6.5, 7.5] meV (Fig. 3(c) ) plotted as a function of H and L show scattering rods that extend along L at H = −6, −2, and 2. The integrated intensity of the S tot,z = ±1 mode attains a broad maximum at intermediate L and falls off at large L (Fig. 3(d) ), while that of the S tot,z = 0 mode monotonically decreases as a function of L (Fig. 3(e) ). This reflects the different polarization of the modes. The magnetic scattering cross section contains a geometric factor that arises from the dipole-dipole interaction between neutrons and elec- trons. For the excitations in Rb 2 Cu 3 SnF 12 , this term, which is given by 1
where Q L is a component of Q along L, grows (shrinks) with increasing L if the polarization is in-plane or transverse (out-of-plane or longitudinal) [32] . The product of the magnetic form factor for Cu 2+ spins, which decreases monotonically with increasing L, and the geometric factor denoted by a solid line in Fig. 3(d) (Fig. 3(e) ) is in accordance with the in-plane (out-of-plane) polarization of the S tot,z = ±1 (S tot,z = 0) mode. We note here that in this simple model the dynamic structure factor is assumed to be independent of L. The polarization analysis for the excitations around 5 meV close to the zone boundary, which is not shown here, reveals mixing of the in-plane and out-of plane polarizations, indicating that the S tot,z = 0 and S tot,z = ±1 modes merge near the zone boundary.
The intensity profile of the magnetic excitations in Rb 2 Cu 3 SnF 12 is markedly different from the spin-wave excitations observed in the classical spin-5 2 kagome lattice antiferromagnet KFe 3 (OH) 6 (SO 4 ) 2 (jarosite), which orders magnetically at low temperatures [33] . It also differs from the continuum of spinon excitations in herbertsmithite, where the ground state is believed to be a quantum spin liquid [23] . In Figure 4 (a) a series of constant-energy cuts from 2-7 meV show peaks near the resolution-limit. The resonant modes in Rb 2 Cu 3 SnF 12 are found only around the zone center and decreases very quickly away from (−2, 0), while in jarosite the 'weathervane' mode exists throughout the Brillouin zone and in herbertsmithite the spinon continuum gives rise to diffuse scattering. However, above 8 meV we observe weak diffuse scattering around (−1.5, 0) and (−2.5, 0) (Figs. 2(b) and 4(b)), similar to that recently observed in herbertsmithite. This scattering is diffuse in energy and broad in momentum. Figure 4 (b) shows continuum scattering intensity for energies above 8 meV, which is notably different from the resolution-limited excitations below 7 meV shown in Fig. 4(a) . The dimer series expansion cannot produce a continuum.
Using high-resolution neutron scattering, we have probed magnetic excitations of the pinwheel VBS state in considerable detail. We observe a weakly dispersive mode around 5 meV and duplicate excitations centered at (−1.5, 0), both of which are the results of the enlarged magnetic unit cell which develops below the structural transition. The L-dependence of the scattering shows that the S tot,z = ±1 and S tot,z = 0 modes are in-plane and out-of-plane polarized, respectively. Above 8 meV, we observe continuum scattering, which may relate to that recently observed in undimerized herbertsmithite.
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